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Other items which will not be listed are classes with 5 Mana in range 10-13, classes with 5 Mana in range 13-15, items with no additional weight, items that are only usable in Normal, or items with no level. Most people assume when they hear "emotes" that they are all about the same. Unfortunately, some of them are
vastly different in actual gameplay, or provide very specialized information. Emotes as they are in Diablo 2 are split into three sections, and each can be used for different purposes. Diablo 2 items are split into groups of three, and these are all specified in the G2G3 and G2G4 files. The groups are 1 - 3, 2 - 3, 3 - 3, 4 - 3.
N= number of loot group per item. The groups above will always be a part of these groups, so the maximum number of loot groups per item is 5. Corruption and %Recovery are general corruption/recovery modifiers. Corruption is used with "unstable" items and can be modified by stats. Corruption cannot be broken, and
so is usually fixed at 100. Recovery is used with "normal" items and adds to gold gained in combat. It can be modified by stats and broken by level too. ScaledImageSize is a scaled version of the image size. This is not normally visible, but the area mentioned in itemstats.txt has been scaled to the largest possible image
size. This is done for imagepacks that have larger images, and for serving iamges. I found an original game of Diablo 2 out of packaging. I then found another game that was nearly identical to this one except the screenshots at the bottom of the screen were different. This one was sold by mail away to a couple other
gamers so they could play together. Both the screen shots and the box art were different. I sold it for good money and figured it was easily worth about a dollar because of how rare it was. I just wanted to make sure it was a real game and not a fake. So I opened it up to see if I could get a feel for the item quality. I
played with the controller because its much easier to play with then a keyboard or mouse. Youll figure out that the original game came with the controller. The original package says that you can use a USB keyboard for the ps2 controller. The game never required it so I doubt they could have done that. The screen shots
at the bottom of the game tells you that its a fake.
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You see Goblin Twins aren't the only ones in the community who enjoy polishing their gear. The community of intelligent T2 hackers decided to arrange their efforts to create a proper custom item for each source. This included the creation of monsters, weapon types, items, reroll recipes and every other factor the
community could think of. There is no way of telling how many items are created. But it is safe to say it has reached a rather high number. This file is more or less a list of T2 custom items, however items can not be found in this file. These custom items are tied to the source that created them. To get a custom item from

the file, one needs to extract a monster from the list, and then get the sword, scroll or artifact that he dropped. List of custom items can be found here: http://www.d2up.com/diablo_2_item_dropper/items.txt. Note that this is incomplete, however the items are fairly unique and easily identifiable. Items can not be
obtained in the game any other way, so I strongly suggest you use this list. It is very complete and detailed. Fun fact: The random character graphics are generated using http://www.bobkotsis.com/random_pc_texture.php. The character's name is taken from the ItemID field of the monster and the monster's "Mods" field
is set to a random value. In Diablo II, the standard mod for items is a numeric value called "Widig" or "Widigits" which is limited to, at most, 10 numeric digits. This means that you can have an item with a unique "raw" item ID of: 26679834534561. The number after the decimal point is the slot you want to place this item

in, so instead of placing it in chest, you place it in slot 1, just like you would do with "normal" items. The number 1 is not really important, the only difference is whether you place your item in a "normal" or a "monster" slot. 5ec8ef588b
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